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Reading Time: 10 minutes 
Writing Time: 120 minutes 
 
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES 
 
The examination has ONE section. ALL questions must be answered on the Answer Booklet provided. 
 
Please ensure that your name and student number are clearly indicated both on your Answer Sheet 
and at the top of this examination paper. 
• Read ALL questions carefully. 
• Do not commence writing until instructed to do so. 
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Discuss the mechanisms behind the HTTPS protocol and certificates and explain when they should be 












Discuss the application of folksonomies in modern web applications. Give an example on how 
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Suppose a PHP script contains an HTML form using the POST method. The form has a studentID input 
box defines as: 
<input id=”sid” type=”text” name=”studentID” /> 
Write PHP code that checks if a value has been set for the studentID, and if so adds the input value to a 
session variable with the same name as the key. Note that your code should also include statements for 




Consider the following PHP array. 
$messages = array(); 
$messages[] = "E2134"; 
$messages[] = "Database problem"; 
$messages[] = "Error: database login failed."; 
Write a PHP function (with a sensible name) that takes an array (like the $messages above) as a 
parameter, changes the array’s first element to string “E1234”, and prints the following with a loop: 
E1234  
Database problem 
Error: database login failed. 
 (Marks: 6) 
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Assume the following variables have been declared and initialised  
     $dbName = "mydb"; 
     $host = "localhost"; 
     $username = "username"; 
     $password = "password"; 
Using the above variables, write a single line PHP statement that will start a connection to the server, 
open the database mydb and store the connection in variable $dbConnect.  
 (Marks: 4) 
 
Q2d. 
Suppose a connection has been successfully made to the database in question Q2c and stored in the variable 
$dbConnect. The mydb database has a table called results with the following fields: 
student_id, unit_id and result. 
 
Write PHP code that first retrieves the student_id and result for all students with a  
unit_id of HIT326, then store the result set in a variable called $unit_results, and lastly  
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Discuss the “Model-View-Controller” (MVC) design pattern and use an example or diagram to show to 




Write two regular expression patterns with the first checks if a whole password contains between 8 and 
255 letters, numbers or punctuation marks; and the second checks if a password contains at least one 
uppercase letter. 
 (Marks: 4) 
 
Q3c. 
Briefly explain what “SQL Injection attacks” are and how you can defend an application against them. 




Draw a diagram that describes the Ajax Web application model. Briefly describe the advantage of Ajax 
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END OF THE EXAMINATION. 
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